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Essential Question

NJCCCS

Instructional Strategies

NJCCCS Standard

Skills/Objectives/
Areas of Focus

Activities/ Materials /Technology
Interdisciplinary Connections
Cultural Diversity

Observable, predictable
patterns of movement in
the Sun, Earth, and
Moon system occur
because of gravitational
interaction and energy
from the Sun.

The height of the path of
the Sun in the sky and the
length of a shadow change
over the course of a year.

SWBAT:
Generate and analyze evidence
(through simulations) that the sun’s
apparent motion across the sky
changes over the course of a year.
Compare sunrise and set times at
different latitudes and times of the
year.

What predictable,
observable patterns
occur as a result of the
interaction between the
Earth, Moon, and Sun?

The Earth’s position
relative to the Sun and the
rotation of Earth on its
axis, result in patterns and
cycles that define time
units of day and year.

What causes these
patterns?
Standards:
5.1 Science Practices
5.4 Earth Systems
Science
CPIs:
5.4.6.A.1
5.4.6.A.2
5.4.8.A.2

Use evidence of global
variations in day, length,
temperature, and the amount
of solar radiation striking
earth’s surface to create
models that explain these
phenomena and seasons.

Construct and evaluate models
demonstrating the rotation of earth
on its axis and the orbit of earth
around the sun.
Model Earth’s orbit.
Identify Polaris as the current North
Star.
Create and use a definition of
revolution.
Recognize orbit is synonymous with
revolution.
Relate changes in the apparent path
of the sun and length of daylight to
Earth’s orbit on its tilted axis
Create models that explain these
phenomena and seasons.

Modifications
ESL / Special Education
Academic Support/ G&T
KWL charts
cooperative learning groups
learning centers
extended time
reduced number of
questions
smaller groups
reduced group discussion
time
high interest/lower level
selections
copies of class notes
anticipatory guides
chapter summaries
books on tape
shorter reading passages
assigned
individualized mini-lessons
typed vocabulary lists with
definitions
modified rubric
varied notebook entry
requirements
graphic organizers

Assessments

Pacing

Formative
Summative
Benchmarks
Pre-unit
assessment
Class and team
discussions
Notebooks
Class discussion
Anecdotal notes
NJASK
Reflection
questions
Student sheets
Group/class
participation
Prepared
quizzes/tests
Teacher
observation
during lab
investigations
Sun, Earth,
Moon
Assessment
Research
Project.

1-2 weeks

1-2 weeks

1-2 weeks
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Essential Question

NJCCCS

Instructional Strategies

NJCCCS Standard

Skills/Objectives/
Areas of Focus

Activities/ Materials /Technology
Interdisciplinary Connections
Cultural Diversity

Observable, predictable
patterns of movement in
the Sun, Earth, and
Moon system occur
because of gravitational
interaction and energy
from the Sun.

The relative positions and
motions of the Sun, Earth,
and Moon result in the
phases of the Moon,
eclipses, and the daily and
monthly cycle of tides

SWBAT:

The regular and
predictable motion of
objects in the solar system
(Kepler’s Laws) is
explained by gravitational
forces.

Analyze solar and lunar eclipses,
position and procession of
positions, describe their
similarities and differences.

What predictable,
observable patterns
occur as a result of the
interaction between the
Earth, Moon, and Sun?
What causes these
patterns?
Standards:
5.1 Science Practices
5.4 Earth Systems
Science
CPIs:
5.4.8.A.1
5.4.8.A.4

Analyze moon phase, eclipse, and
tidal data to construct models that
explain how the relative positions
and motions of the Sun, Earth,
and Moon cause these three
phenomena.
Demonstrate how the moon
reflects the sun’s light as it orbits
the Earth.
Model moon phases/shadows of
moon and Earth.
Analyze data regarding the
motion of comets, planets, and
moons to find general patterns of
orbital motion.

Modifications
ESL / Special Education
Academic Support/ G&T
KWL charts
cooperative learning
groups
learning centers
extended time
reduced number of
questions
smaller groups
reduced group discussion
time
high interest/lower level
selections
copies of class notes
anticipatory guides
chapter summaries
books on tape
shorter reading passages
assigned
individualized minilessons
typed vocabulary lists
with definitions
extended time
modified rubric
varied notebook entry
requirements
graphic organizers

Assessments

Pacing

Formative
Summative
Benchmarks
1-2 weeks
Pre-unit
assessment
Class and team
discussions
Notebooks
Class
discussion
Teacher
observation
Anecdotal notes
NJASK

1-2 weeks
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Essential Question

NJCCCS

Instructional Strategies

NJCCCS Standard

Skills/Objectives/
Areas of Focus

Activities/ Materials /Technology
Interdisciplinary Connections
Cultural Diversity

Observable, predictable
patterns of movement in
the Sun, Earth, and
Moon system occur
because of gravitational
interaction and energy
from the Sun.

The Sun’s gravity holds
planets and other objects in
the solar system in orbit,
and planets’ gravity holds
moons in orbit.

SWBAT:

Gravitation is a universal
attractive force by which
objects with mass attract
one another. The
gravitational force between
two objects is proportional
to their masses and
inversely proportional to
the square of the distance
between the objects.

Compare and contrast the major
physical characteristics (including
size and scale) of solar system
objects using evidence in the form
of data tables and photographs.

What predictable,
observable patterns
occur as a result of the
interaction between the
Earth, Moon, and Sun?
What causes these
patterns?
Standards:
5.1 Science Practices
5.4 Earth Systems
Science
CPIs:
5.4.6.A.3
5.4.8.A.3

Predict what would happen to an
orbiting object if gravity
were increased, decreased, or
taken away

Modifications
ESL / Special Education
Academic Support/ G&T
KWL charts
cooperative learning
groups
learning centers
extended time
reduced number of
questions
smaller groups
reduced group discussion
time
high interest/lower level
selections
copies of class notes
anticipatory guides
chapter summaries
books on tape
shorter reading passages
assigned
individualized minilessons
typed vocabulary lists
with definitions
extended time
modified rubric
varied notebook entry
requirements
graphic organizers

Assessments

Pacing

Formative
Summative
Benchmarks
1-2 Weeks
Pre-unit
assessment
Class and team
discussions
Notebooks
Class
discussion
Teacher
1-2 Weeks
observation
Anecdotal notes
NJASK
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Essential Question

NJCCCS

Instructional Strategies

NJCCCS Standard

Skills/Objectives/
Areas of Focus

Activities/ Materials /Technology
Interdisciplinary Connections
Cultural Diversity

Observable, predictable
patterns of movement in
the Sun, Earth, and
Moon system occur
because of gravitational
interaction and energy
from the Sun.
What predictable,
observable patterns
occur as a result of the
interaction between the
Earth, Moon, and Sun?
What causes these
patterns?
Standards:
5.1 Science Practices
5.4 Earth Systems
Science
CPI:
5.4.6.A.4

The Sun is the central and SWBAT:
Predict how the gravitational
most massive body in our
force between two bodies would
solar system, which
differ for bodies of different
includes eight planets and
their moons, dwarf planets, masses or bodies that are different
distances apart.
asteroids, and comets.
Investigate the effects of distance
on the amount of energy received
from a light source.
Design an investigation to
observe the effects of different
variables on the amount of energy
received.
Graph sunspot data; analyze
patterns in the location and
occurrence of sunspots.

Modifications
ESL / Special Education
Academic Support/ G&T
KWL charts
cooperative learning
groups
learning centers
extended time
reduced number of
questions
smaller groups
reduced group discussion
time
high interest/lower level
selections
copies of class notes
anticipatory guides
chapter summaries
books on tape
shorter reading passages
assigned
individualized minilessons
typed vocabulary lists
with definitions
extended time
modified rubric
varied notebook entry
requirements
graphic organizers

Assessments

Pacing

Formative
Summative
Benchmarks
1-2 Weeks
Pre-unit
assessment
Class and team
discussions
Notebooks
Class
discussion
Teacher
observation
Anecdotal notes
NJASK
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Essential Question

NJCCCS

Instructional Strategies

NJCCCS Standard

Skills/Objectives/
Areas of Focus

Activities/ Materials /Technology
Interdisciplinary Connections
Cultural Diversity

Standard 5.2
Physical Science:
Strand C

Forms of Energy:
How do we know that
things have energy?
CPIs:
5.2.6.C.1
5.2.8.C.1
5.2.6.C.2:
5.2.8.C.2

Light travels in a straight
line until it interacts with
an object or material.

SWBAT:
Predict the path of reflected or
refracted light using reflecting and
refracting telescopes as examples

Light can be absorbed,
redirected, bounced back
Model and explain current
or allowed to pass through. technologies used to capture solar
energy for the purposes of
The path of reflected or
converting it to electrical energy.
refracted light can be
predicted.
Describe how to prisms can be
used to demonstrate that visible
Visible light from the Sun light from the Sun is made
is made up of a mixture of up of different colors
all colors of light. To see
an object, light emitted or
reflected by that object
must enter the eye.

Modifications
ESL / Special Education
Academic Support/ G&T
KWL charts
cooperative learning
groups
learning centers
extended time
reduced number of
questions
smaller groups
reduced group discussion
time
high interest/lower level
selections
copies of class notes
anticipatory guides
chapter summaries
books on tape
shorter reading passages
assigned
individualized minilessons
typed vocabulary lists with
definitions
modified rubric
varied notebook entry
requirements
graphic organizers

Assessments

Pacing

Formative
Summative
Benchmarks
Pre-unit
assessment
1 week
Class and team
discussions
Notebooks
Class discussion
1 week
Teacher
observation
Anecdotal notes
NJASK
1 week
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Essential Question

NJCCCS

Instructional Strategies

NJCCCS Standard

Skills/Objectives/
Areas of Focus

Activities/ Materials /Technology
Interdisciplinary Connections
Cultural Diversity

Standard 5.2
Physical Science:
Strand D
Energy Transfer and
Conservation:

How do we know that
things have energy?
Energy takes many
forms.
CPIs:
5.2.6.D.1
5.2.8.D.1
5.2.8.D.2

The flow of current in an
electric circuit depends upon
the components of the circuit
and their arrangement, such
as in series or parallel.

SWBAT:
To build a wet cell battery
To observe what happens when a
battery operates
To describe what makes up a battery

Electricity flowing through
an electrical circuit produces
magnetic effects in the wires.
When energy is transferred
from one system to another,
the quantity of energy before
transfer equals the quantity of
energy after transfer.

Identify the energy changes that take
place when a battery is connected to
different devices

As an object falls, its
potential energy decreases as
its speed, and consequently
its kinetic energy, increases.
While an object is falling,
some of the object’s kinetic
energy is transferred to the
medium through which it
falls, setting the medium into
motion and heating it.

Investigate the power of batteries
connected in series.
Use simple circuits involving
batteries and motors to compare and
predict the current flow with different
circuit arrangements
Describe the flow of energy from the
Sun to the fuel tank of an automobile
Nuclear reactions take place in the sun.
In plants, light energy from the sun is
transferred to oxygen and carbon
compounds, which in combination,
have chemical potential energy
(photosynthesis).
Relate the kinetic and potential
energies of a roller coaster at various
points on its path.
To relate knowledge to new
experiences.

Modifications
ESL / Special Education
Academic Support/ G&T
KWL charts
cooperative learning
groups
learning centers
extended time
reduced number of
questions
smaller groups
reduced group discussion
time
high interest/lower level
selections
copies of class notes
anticipatory guides
chapter summaries
books on tape
shorter reading passages
assigned
individualized minilessons
typed vocabulary lists with
definitions
extended time
modified rubric
varied notebook entry
requirements
graphic organizers

Assessments

Pacing

Formative
Summative
Benchmarks
Pre-unit
assessment
1 week
Class and team
discussions
Notebooks
Class discussion 4 days
Teacher
observation
Anecdotal notes
2 days
NJASK

1 week

1 week

1-2 weeks

1 week
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Essential Question

NJCCCS

Instructional Strategies

NJCCCS Standard

Skills/Objectives/
Areas of Focus

Activities/ Materials /Technology
Interdisciplinary Connections
Cultural Diversity

Standard 5.2
Physical Science:
Strand E
Forces and Motion:

How can energy be
transferred from one
material to another?
What happens to a
material when energy is
transferred to it?
CPIs:
5.2.6.E.1
5.2.8.E.1

An object’s position can be
described by locating the
object relative to other
objects or a background. The
description of an object’s
motion from one observer’s
view may be different from
that reported from a different
observer’s view.
An object is in motion when
its position is changing. The
speed of an object is defined
by how far it travels divided
by the amount of time it took
to travel that far.

Magnetic, electrical, and
gravitational forces can act
at a distance.

SWBAT:
Model and explain how the
description of an objects motion from
one observers view may be different
from a different observers view.

Compare the motion of an object
acted on by balanced forces with the
motion of an object acted on by
unbalanced forces in a given specific
scenario.

Describe the force between two
magnets as the distance between
them is changes.
Observe and describe the forces that
create the Earth's magnetosphere and
the connections to Magnetic north.

Modifications
ESL / Special Education
Academic Support/ G&T
KWL charts
cooperative learning
groups
learning centers
extended time
reduced number of
questions
smaller groups
reduced group discussion
time
high interest/lower level
selections
copies of class notes
anticipatory guides
chapter summaries
books on tape
shorter reading passages
assigned
individualized minilessons
typed vocabulary lists with
definitions
extended time
modified rubric
varied notebook entry
requirements
graphic organizers

Assessments

Pacing

Formative
Summative
Benchmarks
Pre-unit
assessment
1-2 weeks
Class and team
discussions
Notebooks
Class discussion
Teacher
observation
Anecdotal notes 1-2 weeks
NJASK

1 week

1 week
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Essential Question

NJCCCS

Instructional Strategies

NJCCCS Standard

Skills/Objectives/
Areas of Focus

Activities/ Materials /Technology
Interdisciplinary Connections
Cultural Diversity

Standard 5.2
Physical Science:
Strand E
Forces and Motion:

How can energy be
transferred from one
material to another?
What happens to a
material when energy is
transferred to it?
CPIs
5.2.6.E.2
5.2.8.E.2

5.2.6.E.3

Friction is a force that acts
to slow or stop the motion
of objects.
Forces have magnitude and
direction.
Forces can be added. The net
force on an object is the sum
of all the forces acting on the
object.
An object at rest will remain
at rest unless acted on by an
unbalanced force.
An object in motion at
constant velocity will
continue at the same velocity
unless acted on by an
unbalanced force.

SWBAT:
Demonstrate and explain the
frictional force acting on an object
with the use of a physical model
Observe the properties of sliding
friction.
Measure the force of friction on a
wooden block pulled across
different surfaces.
Measure the force of friction on
loads of different weights.
Determine the role of surface area
on friction
Define work as a force multiplied by
a distance.
Describe the units of measure for
work.
To calculate work.
Compare the work done by different
forces.
Calculate the time it takes a motor
to lift a load.
To demonstrate knowledge of
energy, forces, work and power.

Modifications
ESL / Special Education
Academic Support/ G&T
KWL charts
cooperative learning
groups
learning centers
extended time
reduced number of
questions
smaller groups
reduced group discussion
time
high interest/lower level
selections
copies of class notes
anticipatory guides
chapter summaries
books on tape
shorter reading passages
assigned
individualized minilessons
typed vocabulary lists with
definitions
extended time
modified rubric
varied notebook entry
requirements
graphic organizers

Assessments

Formative
Summative
Benchmarks
Pre-unit
assessment
Class and team
discussions
Notebooks
Class discussion
Teacher
observation
Anecdotal notes
NJASK

Pacing

2 days

3 days
3 days

2 days
1 day
3 days
2 days
1 day
3 days
1 week
1 week

